
Health & Safety
Can your locking system do this?
• Contact tracing
• Pandemic door restrictions
• Social distancing safeguard
• Wellness-check tracking
• Pandemic cleaning verification
• Local shelter-in-place control

Lockdown
• Local, at the door - At the sound or sight of 

an event
• Vicinity, Mobile credential - Near the sound 

or sight of an event
• Global, Remotely - In the administration 

software

Security
• Key usage tracking!
• Lock audits
• Enforced rights refreshing
• Anti-tailgating
• 6-layers of security/encryption
• Grade 1 hardware
• Photo verification on mobile 

credentials

Convenience
• Re-assignable mobile credentials
• 5-minute cylindrical installation/no door prep
• Wire-free: No bridges or infrastructure required
• Cost effective for all doors
• Partitioned database for multiple sites/buildings
• Auto-ranging mobile credentials
• Remote & off-hour credential issuance

Proxess delivers a solution that can 
be used on any door and can provide 
controls and tracking of mobile 
credentials (phones) as well as  
traditional cards, fobs and other options.

Access Control 
at a price that competes  

with Grade 1 locks.
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First of its kind Interior Door Locking system

Traditional perimeter door access control systems are expensive and rarely pro-
vide depth to their interior coverage. Try adding traditional wireless locksets and 
you’ll bear the cost burden of a software toll and require gateways, along with 
their network drops, ports and power backup, thereby doubling to tripling the 
per door cost of Proxess locksets. 

Supporting an unlimited number of doors and users, you’ll never run out of room 
and our smart lock upgrades can even be performed as regular mechanical lock 
retrofits/replacements. 

With just a screwdriver, install one Proxess lock and you have begun your access 
control system, without interfering with the learning day.

Proxess is unique in providing end-to-end in-house manufacturing design, pro-
gramming and support, based in Denver, Colorado. This ensures our products 
remain affordable, recurring costs are dramatically reduced and upgrades and 
enhancements will be trouble-free, as everything will always work seamlessly 
within the Proxess ecosystem.

And our innovation doesn’t stop there, as Proxess incorporates industry leading 
lockdown, health safety and security solutions into each lock. 

True Key Elimination

With all the talk of a keyless future, what’s been lost is the inability to combine 
an (essential) emergency key backup with verification of its usage. Proxess now 
provides the first true key elimination tool by recording the use of the emergency 
key, reporting it to the software and delivering it as a notification to an adminis-
trator. Bringing accountability and tracking of key-holders will assist you in finally 
eliminating them, along with the costs and risks related to key loss, duplication, 
theft and especially avoidance of rekeys.

Talk meets action.

Rethinking Access Control Design & Deployment
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